
UNIFORM & EQUIPMENT  

TRAINING VIDEO TEST 
 

Date:___________ Time:__________ Printed Name: _______________________________________ 

This exam is meant to determine your comprehension of the SGM training video titled above. Please read each question carefully and 

select what you feel is the correct answer. Place an X on the line to the left of your answer. Upon completion of the test, return it to the 

instructor. You must answer at least 8 questions correctly in order to pass this exam. If you answer less than 8 questions correctly you 

will be required to be retested.  

 

1. A pen and notebook should be considered part of your uniform. 

_____ True   _____ False  

2. First impressions are not lasting impressions. 

_____ True   _____ False  

3. Always carry your security officer pocket manual in the uniform shirt pocket not in your trouser pocket. 

_____ True   _____ False  

4. It is OK to walk on patrol with your hands in your trouser pockets at night. 

_____ True   _____ False  

5. Right-handed security officers should carry their nightstick in a nightstick holder on the right side.  

_____ True   _____ False  

6. The button line of the uniform shirt should line up with the belt buckle and the fly. 

_____ True   _____ False  

7. The nightstick is a defensive weapon not an offensive weapon. 

_____ True   _____ False  

8. The uniform hat should be worn evenly on the head about 2 finger widths above the eyebrows. 

_____ True   _____ False  

9. Uniform pockets should only contain company required items other than your wallet and your money. 

_____ True   _____ False  

10. Wearing white socks with low-sided shoes while on duty in uniform is acceptable..  

_____ True   _____ False  
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Question # Answer 

1 TRUE 

2 FALSE 

3 TRUE 

4 FALSE 

5 FALSE 

6 TRUE 

7 TRUE 

8 TRUE 

9 TRUE 

10 FALSE 


